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E xecutive Sum m ary*
* Disclaimer: This Executive Summary does not include important details regarding the
methodology used in calculating the recommended rates. Those details are provided as part of
the complete Report.
Coachella Valley Water District (CVWD) engaged Hawksley Consulting (a subsidiary of MWH Global) to
study CVWD’s Domestic Water utility fund’s (“Domestic Fund”) finances and develop recommendations
for updating the Domestic Water service rates. The rates recommended in the Domestic Water Rate
Study Report (Report) reflect CVWD’s cost of providing Domestic Water services to specific Customer
Classes of customers. The Report is made up of a long range financial plan, a cost-of-service study, and a
rate design study, culminating in a recommended five-year rate schedule for CVWD’s Domestic Fund.
The purpose of the Report is to assess CVWD’s Domestic Fund rate revenue requirements, to evaluate the
cost of providing service to each of its Customer Classes, and to present rate recommendations for
equitably collecting revenue from each respective Customer Class based on the cost of providing them
service. Domestic Water rates have remained the same since August 1, 2010.
The project team followed the utility ratemaking practices promulgated by the American Water Works
Association (AWWA) and described by the AWWA’s “M1 Manual”. The basis for the proposed rate
schedules follows industry-accepted cost-of-service principals and complies with all requirements as
stipulated by State of California law. The proposed rates are designed to meet current and future revenue
needs.

Financial Plan
Financial planning compares the overall revenues of CVWD’s Domestic Fund to its overall revenue
requirements to determine the rate adjustments needed over a multi-year period. Based on the best
information currently available, the current financial plan incorporates projected operations and
maintenance costs, capital expenses, debt issuances and service, and growth assumptions to estimate
annual revenue requirements.
Because of the reduction in water sales which has occurred since the Governor’s Executive Order, rate
revenues are projected to drop dramatically in FY 2017. Even without increases in operating and capital
expenses over the next ten years, a significant near-term rate increase is necessary to restore rate
revenues to historical levels.
The Report’s recommended financial strategy consists of using available cash reserves, adjusting rates,
and issuing two forms of debt to help fund the capital program. This strategy is designed to minimize rate
increases and smooth the costs of the capital program over a longer period.
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The following table summarizes the proposed rate adjustments and debt issuances for the Domestic Fund
in order to maintain cash reserve levels at or above target levels over the course of the 5-year rate
recommendation period.
Summary of 6-year Financial Strategy

The figure below describes the projections of cash flow and operating funds balances given the scenario
where the Domestic Fund implements the above financial strategy.

Operating Funds Balance with Recommended Financial Strategy

Cost of Service Analysis
The Cost-of-Service analysis proportionally allocates the revenue requirements for the Domestic Fund
among the utility’s various Customer Classes and the customers within each class. Following the
determination of the overall revenue requirements, the utility’s operating expenses and assets were
categorized by major operating functions to determine the costs associated with each respective function.
Subsequently, the functionalized costs were allocated to each respective Customer Class (e.g., residential,
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commercial, etc.) based on the service requirements of each respective Customer Class. This analysis
included a review of volumetric flow data, number of customers, meter sizes, and water usage peaking
behaviors. These metrics were all used to determine how to allocate costs among the various Customer
Classes and, therefore, the customers within each class.
The following table summarizes the results of the cost-of-service analysis. The total revenue requirements
by Customer Class are shown in the first two columns, the non-rate revenue credit to each Customer Class
is shown in the third column which is subtracted from the first two to equal the total rate revenue
requirements, then finally the Public Fire Protection revenue requirements are proportionately allocated
among the remaining Customer Classes based on their capacity demands as measured by equivalent
meters.

Total Rate Revenue Requirements by Customer Class

The following table summarizes the shift of Customer Class cost responsibilities recommended by this
Report. The shifting of cost responsibilities between Customer Classes is a normal occurrence as water
use patterns change and better data becomes available. In this case, the reduction in cost responsibility
for the Multi-Family, Single Family, and Commercial customers was driven by the respective Customer
Class’ low peaking requirements and efficient water use relative to their budget. The large increase in the
costs allocated to the Private Fire Protection class was due to improved estimates of the fire meters’
impacts on system capacity costs, consistent with rate setting standards promulgated by AWWA.
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Water System Cost-of-Service Comparison

Rate Design & Rate Schedule Recommendation
The final part of the analysis, Rate Design, determines how rate revenues will be collected from the
respective Customer Classes in a manner that respects the results of the cost-of-service analysis while also
addressing CVWD goals and objectives for pricing. This Report’s recommended rate structure is designed
to fund the utility’s long-term projected costs of providing service while proportionally allocating costs
among customers, providing a reasonable and prudent balance of revenue stability, and complying with
the substantive requirements of California Constitution article XIII D, section 6 (“Article XIII D”), commonly
known as Proposition 218. The proposed rates also comply with the Executive Order B-29-15 issued by
Governor Brown on April 1, 2015, which required water utilities such as CVWD to adopt “rate structures
and other pricing mechanisms …to maximize water conservation consistent with statewide water
restrictions.”
The project team recommends the following changes to the existing rate structure:
1) Rate Areas – Eliminate the current rate areas (service areas).
2) Multi-Unit Charges – Eliminate multi-unit charges.
3) Tier 1 Indoor Water Budget – Reduce the indoor allocation from 10 ccf/ month (approximately
62.3 gpcd) to 8 ccf /month (approximately 50 gpcd).
4) Tier 2 Outdoor Water Budget – Increase the Irrigation Efficiency from 60% to 70% and lower the
Plant Factor to 0.55 in the summer, 0.6 in the shoulder seasons, and 0.65 in the winter.
5) Tier 3 Water Allocations – Make the budget allocation for Tier 3 equal to 75% of the total budget
(as opposed to the current 45% allocation).
6) Tier 4 Water Allocations – Make the budget allocation for Tier 4 equal to 300% of the total budget
(as opposed to the current 250% allocation).
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7) Monthly Service Charge Rates – Assigned different service charge schedules to each Customer
Class to reflect the difference in the cost of providing service.
The impact of the water budget policies described above will result in more water usage in the nonbudget tiers, which charge a higher rate. As a result, more water sales will occur in (the more expensive)
Tiers 3, 4 & 5, and therefore water rates will need to be adjusted to maintain revenue neutrality. Based
on all of the above, and the results of the cost-of-service analysis, the recommended schedule of rates for
FY 2017 has been provided below. The recommended 5-year schedule of rates can be found in the
complete Report.
FY 2017 Consumptive Charge by Tier ($/ccf)

FY 2017 Monthly Service Charge ($/meter size)

FY 2017 Private Fire Protection ($/month)
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1. Introduction
Coachella Valley Water District (CVWD) engaged Hawksley Consulting (a subsidiary of MWH Global) to
study CVWD’s Domestic Fund’s finances and develop recommendations for updating the Domestic
Water service rates. The rates recommended in this Domestic Water Rate Study Report (Report) reflect
CVWD’s cost of providing Domestic Water services to specific Customer Classes and the customers
within the respective Customer Classes. This Report is made up of a long-range financial plan, a cost-ofservice study, and a rate design study, culminating in a recommended five-year rate schedule for
CVWD’s Domestic Fund.

1.1.

System Overview

CVWD is a special district governed by a five-member Board of Directors. It was formed in 1918 to
protect and conserve local water sources. CVWD’s boundaries have grown to encompass nearly 640,000
acres (1,000 square miles) with most of CVWD located in Riverside County and with boundaries
extending into Imperial and San Diego counties. CVWD provides drinking water to more than 100,000
homes and businesses and a population of approximately 318,200. The source of drinking water is 100%
groundwater, with domestic water sales at approximately 125,000 acre-feet (AF) per year. The aquifer,
from which the CVWD draws its groundwater, is in an over-draft condition. CVWD’s Replenishment
Program recharges the aquifer with water delivered from the Colorado River. Most customers that use
pumped groundwater, including the Domestic Water utility, are required to pay a Replenishment
Assessment Charge (RAC).
The Domestic Water utility began operations in 1961, when CVWD took over the operations of two
privately-held water companies. Today water is pumped from more than 100 wells into pipes for
immediate delivery to homes and businesses, or stored until it is needed in over 50 enclosed reservoirs.
A recent change in California’s drinking water regulations has required CVWD to begin removing low
concentrations of naturally-occurring hexavalent chromium (CR-VI). This will require a large investment
in new infrastructure and a significant change to CVWD’s operations which, until now, was able to
deliver most of its water untreated, directly from the aquifer to the tap.
The Domestic Water utility also funds a water conservation program, as described by CVWD’s Water
Management Plan, which has the goal of ensuring the availability of reliable, affordable water into the
future through reduced consumer demand, increases in imported supplies and source substitutions—
such as greater use of canal and recycled water for golf courses and similar outdoor irrigation.
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1.2.

Purpose of the Report

The purpose of this Report is to assess CVWD’s Domestic Fund rate revenue requirements, to evaluate
the cost of providing service to each of its Customer Classes, and to present rate recommendations for
equitably collecting revenue from each respective Customer Class based on the cost of providing them
service. Domestic Water rates have remained the same since August 1, 2010.
CVWD is a community-oriented utility dedicated to serving its customers and the environment with
reliable, economical, and high-quality water and sanitation service. The financial planning associated
with this Report furthers these goals by developing rates that support CVWD’s financial goals and
policies.

1.3.

Project Methodology

The project team used standard water utility ratemaking practices to calculate the proposed rates as
promulgated by the American Water Works Association (AWWA), and as described by the AWWA’s “M1
Manual”1. The basis for the proposed rate schedules follows industry-accepted cost-of-service principals
and complies with all requirements as stipulated by State of California law. The proposed rates are
designed to meet current and projected future revenue needs.
This project followed three major phases:
1. Financial planning compares the overall revenues of CVWD’s Domestic Fund to its overall
revenue requirements to determine the rate adjustments needed over a multi-year period. The
revenue requirements methodology used in this Report is consistent with industry standards
established by AWWA’s M1 Manual. The Report’s revenue requirements analysis compares the
revenues of the utility to its operating and capital costs to determine the adequacy of the
existing rates to recover the utility’s costs. The revenue requirements are analyzed through the
development of a long-term financial plan. Based on the best information currently available,
the current financial plan incorporates projected operations and maintenance costs, capital
expenses, debt issuances and service, and growth assumptions to estimate annual revenue
requirements.
2. The Cost-of-Service analysis proportionally allocates the revenue requirements for the Domestic
Fund among the utility’s various Customer Classes and the customers within each class.
Following the determination of the overall revenue requirements, the utility’s operating
expenses and assets were categorized by major operating functions to determine the costs
associated with each respective function. Subsequently, the functionalized costs were allocated
to each respective Customer Class (e.g., residential, commercial, etc.) based on the service
requirements of each respective Customer Class. This analysis included a review of volumetric

1

th

Principles of Water Rates, Fees and Charges: Manual of Water Supply Practices M1, (6 edition), which documents many of
the standards used by professionals in the water utility rate-setting industry.
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flow data, the number of customers, meter sizes, and water usage peaking behaviors. These
metrics were all used to determine how to allocate costs among the various Customer Classes
and, therefore, the customers within each class.
3. The final part of the analysis, Rate Design, determines how rate revenues will be collected from
the respective Customer Classes in a manner that respects the results of the cost-of-service
analysis while also addressing CVWD goals and objectives for pricing. This Report’s
recommended rate structure is designed to fund the utility’s long-term projected costs of
providing service while proportionally allocating costs among customers, providing a reasonable
and prudent balance of revenue stability, and complying with the substantive requirements of
California Constitution article XIII D, section 6 (“Article XIII D”), commonly known as Proposition
218. The proposed rates also comply with the Executive Order B-29-15 issued by Governor
Brown on April 1, 2015 which required water utilities such as CVWD to adopt “rate structures
and other pricing mechanisms …to maximize water conservation consistent with statewide water
restrictions.”
Each of these steps is described in more detail below.

1.4.

Intended Use and Users of this Report

This Report is intended to provide a summarized discussion of the technical analysis completed by the
project team in completing the associated study. As such, this Report explains our methodologies,
materials considered, key assumptions, findings and recommendations. No other use is intended or
implied. This Report and its contents are the property of CVWD. CVWD may choose to distribute this
Report to others; however, this Report itself was prepared solely for the use of CVWD.

1.5.

Sources of Information Used in this Report

We have reviewed a number of documents provided by CVWD during the course of our study. Where
applicable, we have made a works-cited notation indicating the source and date of the documents
within the body of this Report. A summary of the key information reviewed includes, but is not limited
to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Long-range operating budget forecast for fiscal years (FY) 2016 – 2023 (“FY 2016 FS - Q1”)
Balance sheet for FY 2016 (“FY 2016 FS - Q1”)
Actual revenues and expenses for FY 2012 – 2015 (“FY 2016 FS - Q1”)
Ten-year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) (“2021-2027 CIP Outyear Projects DW 1-4-16”)
Line-item budget by department for FY 2016 (“domestic line item budget as of 12-1-15”)
Customer billing data and meter data for FY 2015 (“2015 Domestic Billing Data”)
Historic flow data (“Item #9A Water Usage by Class by Tier”)
Comprehensive list of Domestic Water utility assets as of FY 2013
Revised Reserve policies adopted February 2016
Conservation Program costs (“COSS Conservation DK 20150422”)
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Each of these documents is incorporated by reference into this Report.

1.6.
AF
AWWA
ccf
CIP
CR-VI
CVWD
EDU
FY
GIS
GPCD
ID
MGD
O&M
SRF
WSBFC

Acronyms
acre-foot
American Water Works Association
hundreds of cubic feet
Capital Improvement Plan
hexavalent chromium
Coachella Valley Water District
equivalent dwelling unit
fiscal year ending June 30
Geographic Information System
gallons per capita per day
Irrigation District
millions of gallons per day
operation and maintenance
State Revolving Fund
Water System Backup Facility Charges
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2. Financial Plan
CVWD operates the Domestic Fund as an enterprise fund. In order to evaluate the long-term financial
sustainability of the Domestic Fund, the project team evaluated the revenues and expenses in a ten-year
financial plan, which projects CVWD’s future expenses in order to calculate the required rate revenue for
a ten-year period. As detailed below, the financial plan model considers the costs of operations and
maintenance (O&M), capital, and debt, while also accounting for non-rate revenue, reserve targets and
financial performance metrics. The following subsections provide financial planning information over the
next ten years.

2.1.

Capital Financing Policies

CVWD has not historically issued debt to finance its capital expenses, and as such does not have a set
policy for “debt service coverage ratios” (the ratio of revenues net of all expenses relative to the annual
debt service). A debt service coverage ratio target of 1.50 was used in these projections, based on the
recommendation of the CVWD’s Financial Advisor, PFM, Inc.

2.2.

Reserve Policies

CVWD has adopted target reserve policies in order to maintain sufficient working capital in CVWD’s
enterprise funds so as to mitigate current and future risks and promote stable services and fees. The
stated objectives of CVWD’s reserve policies are:
•
•

•
•
•

To establish sound formal fiscal reserve guidelines to ensure strong fiscal management that guide
future CVWD decisions.
To build adequate reserves over time. This action will provide CVWD with resources to help
stabilize CVWD’s finances, and position it more easily to absorb economic downturns or largescale emergencies.
To help smooth rates from year to year, and to promote equity over the years to ratepayers.
To provide funding for current and future replacement of existing assets as they reach the end of
their useful lives.
To assist CVWD in meeting its short-term and long-term obligations and to ensure that CVWD
maintains the highest possible credit rating.

CVWD’s Reserve Policy was last updated in February 2016. The following are CVWD’s reserve policies as
adopted by the Board:
Operating Reserves – The Operating Reserves cover operating costs for an established period of time.
This reserve ensures continuity of service regardless of cash flow, and is considered working capital
to be used to fund current expenses as needed. Operating reserves are maintained at a level of 90
days (i.e., 25% of annual) current year budgeted expenses (less depreciation).
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Rate Stabilization – This reserve is intended to smooth rate volatility during short to mid-term rate
revenue loss, property tax revenue loss and/or higher than anticipated budget costs that cannot be
supported by normal revenues. Rate Stabilization funds can be used to balance the budget if
revenues are projected to be 10% less than prior year actual revenues, or if expenses are projected
to be 10% more than prior year actual expenses. CVWD maintains this reserve at the higher of 10%
of current year budgeted volumetric rate revenues (which is an amount that could be lost if
customers conserve at a higher level) or 10% of total costs less depreciation (which could occur
due to increased water and power costs).
Capital Improvement Program – This reserve is designated for funding capital assets and is designed to
stabilize funding for capital by accumulating “pay as you go” reserves. This reserve can also be
used in conjunction with outside funding sources. This reserve fund is generally established for
capital items/projects with a cost of $10,000 or more and a useful life of one year or greater. This
reserve is maintained at two years depreciation expense since CVWD has historically utilized paygo financing of capital projects.
Emergency Reserve – These reserves help to ensure continued service to CVWD’s customers and service
areas for events which are impossible to anticipate or budget. The ability of CVWD to quickly
restore facilities and services is critical to the public health and safety of our residents. This fund
will assist in covering emergency cash needs for any reason. This reserve is maintained at one
percent (1.0%) of the net capital assets.
Vehicle Replacement Reserve – The motor pool reserve provides capital replacement funding as
CVWD’s rolling stock is depreciated over its useful life. The target is set at five-year average CIP.
Reserve for Debt Service (anticipated) – Most debt issuances require the creation of a separately held
reserve fund equal to one year of debt service, to be held by the trustee and used in the last year
of the debt repayment. In the future, if CVWD issues more debt it may be required to establish a
legally-restricted debt service reserve.
Table 1 summarizes the Domestic Fund’s reserve targets in FY 2016.
Table 1 – Summary of Reserve Targets
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2.3.

Modeling Assumptions

The financial plan model employs assumptions to calculate future year revenues and expenses where
budget projections are not available. The financial plan model uses the most recent audited financial
information and Board adopted budgets for the study period. The cost-of-service analysis is based on
the financial information for FY 2017 (i.e., the “Test Year”). CVWD’s fiscal year (FY) starts July 1 of each
year. For example, FY 2014 runs from July 1, 2013 to June 30, 2014.
2.3.1. Inflation Assumptions
When forecasting future costs when actual budget numbers were not available, a general inflation
assumption of three percent per year (3.0%) was assumed, with the exception of utilities which were
inflated at seven percent per year (7.0%). These inflation assumptions were based on recent historical
trends and near-term budget projections. It should be noted that all budget values for the next 5 years
(the rate schedule horizon) are based on actual budget forecasts provided by CVWD staff, not these
inflation values.
2.3.2. Account Growth and Water Use Assumptions
On January 17, 2014, Governor Jerry Brown issued a drought state of emergency declaration in response
to record-low water levels in California’s rivers and reservoirs as well as an abnormally small snowpack.
On April 25, 2014, and April 1, 2015, Governor Brown issued subsequent emergency proclamations
calling for the implementation of water reduction plans to reduce potable water usage and the adoption
of emergency regulations by the State Water Resources Control Board relating to water conservation.
Based on Governor Brown’s mandate, the State Water Resources Control Board approved regulations
assigning mandatory water conservation standards ranging from 4 percent to 36 percent to individual
water agencies based on their per capita water use in 2014. Under the regulations, CVWD was
mandated to reduce potable water consumption by 36 percent for June 2015 through February 2016 as
compared to the same months in 2013.
On November 15, 2015, Governor Brown extended these conservation measures until October 31, 2016.
With California still experiencing severe drought despite recent rains, on February 2, 2016, the State
Water Resources Control Board adopted an extended and revised emergency regulation to ensure that
urban water conservation continues in 2016. The regulation extends CVWD’s restrictions on urban water
use through October 2016.
Customer growth within CVWD was assumed to be 0.5 percent per year based on recent growth trends,
as evidenced by the increase in new accounts. That being said, CVWD achieved an approximate 16%
reduction in per capita water use in the years preceding FY 2013, and has achieved an additional 25%
reduction in per capita water use since that time. This is significant because (a) the project team is
relying on the most recent complete billing data, which is from FY 2015, and (b) customer behavior in
the future is difficult to predict with certainty.
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Because water use is the single largest driver of CVWD’s revenue, the assumed water use for the rate
projection period is a critical assumption. Domestic billing data was reviewed from January 2011 through
September 2015. Over that time period there have been significant changes in consumption patterns,
due to CVWD’s ongoing conservation outreach efforts and the conservation efforts of ratepayers in
response to the drought. Notably, there was a significant change in water usage after CVWD enacted its
drought policy of July 2015. Based on discussions with CVWD staff, this Report projects future water
usage based on actual water usage from July 2015 through September 2015 (the most recent available
water usage data). Usage for the months of October through June was interpolated from October 2014
through June 15 water usage data, and adjusted based on the average year-over-year change observed
from July 2015 through September 2015. This adjustment was made on a class-specific basis, with Single
Family usage being adjusted by -24.7 percent, Multi-family by -22.5 percent, Commercial by 10.0 percent, and Irrigation by -29.4 percent.
Section 4 will discuss CVWD’s drought rate policies, which allows CVWD to make adjustments in
response to periods of reduced water consumption.
2.3.3. Debt Financing Assumptions
The financial plan model incorporated assumptions on the initial and ongoing interest costs associated
with issuing debt. This Report recommends debt to be issued as part of its long term financial strategy.
The financial models used for this Report assumed that the debt would take two forms. The CR-VI
removal program is assumed to be financed with a State Revolving Fund2 (SRF) loan with an interest rate
of 2.5%, an amortization period of 20 years, no issuance costs, a debt service coverage ratio requirement
of 1.1, and no payments until completion of the funded project (in this case the CR-VI project was
assumed to be completed in fiscal year 2020). Additional capital spending was assumed to be financed
with a revenue bond with an interest rate of 5%, an amortization period of 30 years, a one-time issuance
cost of 1.5%, and a debt service coverage ratio requirement of 1.5, based on recommendations provided
by the CVWD’s Financial Advisor, PFM, Inc.

2

A fund administered by the state for the purpose of providing low-interest loans for investments in water and sanitation
infrastructure.
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2.4.

Domestic Water Financial Plan

CVWD’s revenue requirements can be organized into four components: O&M costs, capital costs (cash
and debt service), reserve requirements, and debt service coverage requirements. The former two
components are described below, while the latter two components were described in Section 2.1 and
Section 2.2.
O&M Costs - The financial plan model was populated with CVWD’s (updated) projected O&M budget for
FY 2016 and forecasted budgets for FY 2017 - 2023. Operating costs beyond FY 2023 were calculated
based on cost escalation assumptions (see Section 2.3.1), unless specified otherwise in this Report.
Capital Costs - CVWD maintains a long-range fiscal perspective through the use of a CIP to maintain the
quality of CVWD infrastructure. The capital spending projections in the financial plan model are based
on CVWD’s CIP. Capital spending has been projected (in 2016 dollars) by CVWD staff through FY 2027.
The inflation rate on capital spending was assumed to be 3%. As previously described in Section 1.1 and
further explained below, a significant portion of CVWD’s capital spending through 2020 will be for the
projects associated with CR-VI removal.
The following describes the revenue requirements over the next ten years for the Domestic Fund.
2.4.1. Revenue Requirements
The O&M budget projections for the study period are summarized in Table 2. All cost projections are
based on CVWD staff’s best available data for future operational needs. Beginning in FY 2018, the largest
budget increases are attributable to the additional O&M costs attributable to CR-VI removal.
Table 2 – Forecasted O&M Expenses3

3

Salaries and benefits numbers are less capitalized labor.
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The Domestic Water operating fund expects capital spending to be approximately $629 million (before
inflation) over the next 10 years (starting in FY 2017), for an average of $63 million per year. Of that
total, $237 million are for the CR-VI projects. During the four year span from FY 2012 to FY 2015 the
average annual capital spending has been $6 million.
CVWD collects Water System Backup Facility Charges (WSBFC) from new connections to the Domestic
Water system. Revenue generated from these charges is credited to CVWD’s WSBFC fund, and is
restricted to pay for growth-related capital projects. From FY 2017 through FY 2026, there is forecasted
to be over $167 million (before inflation) in growth-related project spending. In FY 2017 the WSBFC fund
balance will be approximately $31 million, and additional WSBFC revenues through FY 2026 are
projected to be approximately $30.4 million (for purposes of this Report, no increase to the amount of
the WSBFC is projected). As such, the growth-related capital spending will far exceed the availability of
WBSFC funds. The balance of the growth-related projects will be funded through a combination of debt
proceeds and rate revenues and a potential increase to the WSBFC in the future.
Figure 1 provides a summary of the current and projected capital spending by the Domestic Fund.
Amounts shown are in escalated dollars.
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Figure 1 – Operating Fund Capital Spending Summary

For a summary of the Domestic Fund’s projected O&M and capital expenses, refer to Appendix A and
Appendix B which contain 10-year cash-flow pro formas.
2.4.2. Existing Revenue
The Domestic Fund receives a mix of both rate and non-rate revenue to support its operations. Table 3
shows a summary of the Domestic Fund’s projected revenues through FY 2024 assuming no rate
adjustments. This scope of the Report is limited to making recommendations regarding adjustments to
user rates, not the other sources of Domestic Fund revenue. Note that these tables exclude restricted
revenues.
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Table 3 – Current and Projected Revenues (No Rate Adjustment)

* Negative value due to a reimbursement of property tax revenue

Figure 2 provides a graphic representation of the relative amount of revenue that the Domestic Fund is
budgeted to receive in FY 2017 by revenue type.
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Figure 2 – Revenue Sources

2.4.3. Restricted Funds
There are two restricted funds associated with the Domestic Fund: the WSBFC fund and the
Supplemental Water Supply Fund. These restricted funds receive revenues from fees assessed on new
connections and upgrades to existing connections within the Domestic Water system. The WSBFC fund is
restricted for the construction of distribution and treatment facilities that provide additional capacity to
the Domestic Water system. The Supplemental Water Supply Charge funds are restricted to the purpose
for which they are imposed and cannot be used to fund Domestic Water service, they can only be used
for purchase of supplemental water entitlements.

2.5.

Forecasted Financial Condition

Figure 3 and the pro forma in Appendix A describe the projections of cash flow and operating funds
balances given the scenario where the Domestic Fund makes no adjustment to rates and doesn’t issue
any new debt. Because of the reduction in water sales which has occurred since the Governor’s
Executive Order, rate revenues are projected to drop dramatically in FY 2017. Even without increases in
operating and capital expenses over the next ten years, significant rate increases are necessary to
restore rate revenues to the level they were at in FY 2015. The forecasted impact of this revenue
reduction (without changes to existing rates) is that the Domestic Fund’s cash balance will go below its
fund target in FY 2017, and below zero in the same year (FY 2017). In order to fund the projected
expenses, CVWD will need a combined strategy of both rate increases and debt.
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Figure 3 – Operating Funds Balance without Rate Adjustments and Debt

2.6.

Recommended Rate Adjustments

The following recommended financial strategy consists of using available cash reserves, adjusting rates,
and issuing two forms of debt to help fund the capital program. Relative to a cash-only approach, this
strategy will minimize rate increases and smooth the costs of the capital program over a longer period.
A cash-only approach would require dramatic rate increases in the short-term to pay for immediate cash
requirements, followed by rate reductions a few years later to avoid over-collecting revenue.
Table 4 summarizes the proposed rate adjustments and debt issuances for the Domestic Fund in order
to maintain cash reserve levels at or above target levels over the course of the next 6 fiscal years.
Table 4 – Summary of 6-year Financial Strategy

Figure 4 and the pro forma in Appendix B describe the projections of cash flow and operating funds
balances given the scenario where the Domestic Fund implements the above financial strategy.
Appendix B also demonstrates that the proposed rates will maintain CVWD’s debt coverage ratio above
1.50.
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Figure 4 – Operating Funds Balance with Recommended Financial Strategy
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3. Cost of Service Analysis
Cost-of-service ratemaking is a process of allocating the utility system user-charge revenue
requirements to customers based on the demands they place on the system. Individual customer
demands vary depending on the nature of the utility use at the location where service is provided. For
example, water service demand for a family residing in a typical single-family home is different than the
water service demand for an irrigation customer, primarily due to peak use behavior which drives the
need for infrastructure sizing. As a practical matter, it is not feasible to allocate system costs at the
individual account level. As such, the industry standard, as promulgated by AWWA’s M1 Manual, is to
group customers with similar system needs into Customer Classes. Rates are then developed for each
Customer Class, with each individual customer paying the Customer Class’ average allocated cost of
service for each unit of specific usage.
Generally speaking, customers place the following demands on CVWD’s Domestic Water system:
•
•
•

The system capacity (for treatment, storage, and distribution) that must be maintained to
provide reliable service to all customers at all times;
The level of water efficiency as a collective group; and
The number of customers requiring customer services such as bill processing, customer service
support, and other administrative services.

3.1.

Domestic Water Customers and Water Rates

A Customer Class consists of a group of customers, with common characteristics, who share
responsibility for certain costs incurred by the utility. Joint costs are shared among all customers in the
system proportionately based on their service requirements that drive costs; some customers create
specific costs, and those specific costs are borne by specific classes based on the characteristics of that
group alone. CVWD’s Domestic Water System is made up of the following Customer Classes:
•
•
•
•

•

Single Family Residential: Residential customers include single-family homes.
Multi-Family: Multi-Family customers include apartments, duplex, triplex, condominiums,
townhouses, mobile homes, and trailer parks.
Commercial: Commercial customers include all businesses from small retail shops to office
buildings, car washes, and restaurants.
Irrigation: Irrigation customers are customers who use the water system for the sole purpose of
outdoor irrigation. This class includes both private irrigation connections, such as homeowners
associations, as well as some municipal accounts with a separate meter dedicated to outdoor
irrigation.
Outside Customers – “Outside customers” are those customers that are located outside of the
boundaries of CVWD. In addition to the rate revenue described above, CVWD receives from
Riverside County an allocation of the general ad valorem property taxes collected within CVWD
boundaries. The Domestic Fund receives a portion of these revenues. The CVWD does not
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•

•

receive any allocation of the ad valorem property tax revenues collected from properties that are
served by the CVWD but located outside of the CVWD boundaries. There are approximately 50
customers (including residential and commercial) located outside of CVWD boundaries for which
no such property tax is collected.
Temporary Accounts (“Construction Meters”): CVWD provides customers with the ability to
rent temporary meters for installation on (typically) fire hydrants for temporary activities such as
providing water to construction sites.
Private Fire Protection: Some larger accounts, such as apartments or commercial buildings, are
equipped with water systems that provide sufficient capacity to provide fire protection within
the structure. While these accounts use very little water, CVWD’s distribution infrastructure has
to be sized and maintained in order to be able to serve those water systems.

CVWD’s current Domestic Water rates include a Consumptive Charge (based on the amount of water
that is used) and a fixed Monthly Service Charge (based on the size of the meter serving the property).
The rate schedule includes a geographical component, whereby there are different rates depending on
five different service areas. This Report recommends the elimination of these service areas for purposes
of rates since Domestic Water utility infrastructure and resources are now interconnected and managed
as a whole.

3.2.

Water Utility Cost Allocation Methodology

Costs of a water system are incurred as a result of customer demands. We measure customer demands
on various levels based on the notion of cost causation. Essentially, cost causation means that CVWD
incurs a cost of providing service as a result of a particular kind of demand. This Report uses what is
commonly referred to as the base extra-capacity method4, under which customer demands are
measured, and costs are allocated on that basis.
3.2.1. Average Daily Water Demands
Some costs are allocated among Customer Classes based on the number of accounts in a Customer Class
and the Average-Day Usage of the Customer Class. Since meters are not read on a daily basis, we
estimate Average-Day Usage by dividing total annual demand by 365.25 days. Based on the best
available data, this cost-of-service analysis used the water usage from FY 2015 (Table 5). The cost
implications of water demand are discussed in the next section.

4

Under this method, the annual costs of service by functional cost category are allocated to the cost components of base,
extra capacity, customer, and direct fire protection costs. See AWWA M1 Manual, pp. 61-68.
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Table 5 - Water Demand by Customer Class for FY 2015

3.2.2. Max-Day Usage and Max-Hour Usage
Another significant characteristic of Customer Class service requirements are the system demand
associated with Max-Day Usage and Max-Hour Usage. Max-Day Usage and Max-Hour Usage describe
the amount of water needed by customers on the day of greatest water need and hour of greatest
water need, respectively5. These demands have significant cost-of-service implications because the
infrastructure for water supply and distribution needs to be sized to provide not just the average water
demand, but rather the peak demands of customers. This infrastructure includes treatment facilities,
transmission pipes, meters, pump stations, pressure-reducing stations, storage, and distribution pipes.
Customer Classes with high seasonal use, such as Irrigation customers, tend to have the highest MaxDay Usage and Max-Hour Usage6. Since customers’ meters are not read daily, we estimate daily class
peaks based on the maximum daily water delivery divided by the average daily water delivery. The MaxHour Usage is estimated to be equal to 1.5 times the Max-Day Usage7. We estimated class Max-Day
Usage and Max-Hour Usage using the following procedures:
1. Based on data provided by CVWD staff, we assumed a system Max-Day demand factor of 2.0
times Average-Day Usage and a system Max-Hour demand factor of 3.0 times Average-Day
Usage.
2. We divided total annual demand (see Table 5) by 365.25 days to determine the system AverageDay Usage and multiplied that value by the Max-Day demand factor (2.0) and Max-Hour demand
factor (3.0) to determine the system Max-Day Usage and Max-Hour Usage, respectively.
3. Each Customer Class’ Max-Day Usage was determined by dividing the Customer Class' peak
month by the system peak month, and the resulting percentage was then multiplied by the
system Max-Day Usage (i.e., each class was allocated a proportionate share of the system MaxDay Usage based on its respective peak-month measured demand).
4. Max-Hour Usage by Customer Class was calculated by multiplying Max-Day Usage by 1.5.
The results are summarized in Table 6.

5

Max-Hour Usage is expressed in terms of the quantity of water that would be used over 24 hours at the peak hour rate.
These concepts are described in more detail in AWWA’s M1 Manual, pp. 313-321.
7
Per California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 22, Section 64554.
6
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Table 6 - Water Demand and Peaking Factor Summary8

The distribution of the Max-Day Usage and Max-Hour Usage shown in Table 6 will inform the
distribution of related system costs, as identified in Table 11 and explained in Section 3.2.2.
The system’s total fire protection capacity was assumed to reflect the capacity of serving 12
simultaneous fires (the system has 12 major pressure zones), each with a fire flow requirement of 3,000
gallons per minute (gpm) for 4.0-hour duration. This yields 11,550 hundreds of cubic feet (ccf) Max-Day
Usage and 69,300 ccf Max-Hour Usage. The methodology used for calculating fire protection demands
was obtained from the M1 Manual.

3.2.3. Customer Counts, Meters in Service, and Customer Service Units
Meter Costs are allocated based on the number and size of meters in service. The second row of Table 8
lists meter equivalency ratios published by AWWA that represent the proportional demand of a meter
based on the capacity it provides due to its size.9 As an example, a 2-inch meter has a greater capacity,
or potential peak demand than a 3/4-inch meter; therefore the fixed charge for a 2-inch meter is larger
than a 3/4-inch meter based on their proportionate capacity requirements.10 This allows us to express all
meter sizes in terms of multiples of a 3/4” meter and then calculate the number of “equivalent meters”
by Customer Class.11 A “hydraulic capacity factor” is calculated by dividing the maximum capacity or
flow of large meters by the capacity of the base meter size, which is typically the most common

8

The Max-Day Usage and Max-Hour Usage are estimates for purposes of ratemaking. They are meant to be reasonable
approximations of peak demand and should not be construed as actual measurements.
9
The meter equivalency schedule used in this Report is based on AWWA M1 Manual (Equivalent Meters and Services). We’ve
modified the schedule to use ¾” meters as the lowest index since that is the smallest meter in the system.
10
This is reflected in the fixed charge calculations by using the AWWA hydraulic capacity factors to represent the maximum
volume each meter size is capable of delivering.
11
Each meter size is assigned a factor relative to a 3/4” meter, which has a value of 1.00. This establishes the “base” meter
size. A given meter size’s ratio of meter servicing costs relative to the base (that of a 3/4” meter) determines the meter
equivalency. Summation of all meter equivalencies for a given size yields total equivalent meters. For this Report, Hawksley
Consulting calculated the capacity ratios of each meter size using historical demand from the City’s billing records and then
compared these to standard AWWA hydraulic capacity ratios and estimated meter counts for FY 2015.
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residential meter size (in this case a 3/4-inch meter). Other Customer Costs are allocated based on the
number of customers served. We summarize the number of equivalent meters and number of customer
accounts by Customer Class in Table 7. The total equivalent meters calculation is completed by
multiplying the count of meters of a specific size by their respective capacity ratio. The total number of
equivalent meters within the District is determined to be 125,432. The number of equivalent meters is
used as a proxy for the potential demand that each customer can place on the water system.
Table 7 – FY 2015 Water Customer Metrics

To add more detail to the customer unit data shown above, the number of meters in service by size is
provided in Table 8.
Table 8 – Summary of Water Meters by Size and Customer Class

3.2.4. Procedure 1 - Functionalize Water System Costs
In this cost-of-service methodology, O&M and capital costs are first quantified by system function.
Ultimately the values associated with these functional categories are used when allocating service costs
to the various Customers Classes based on their respective service demand characteristics. The system
functions identified for this Report are listed in the first column of Table 9. The values shown in Table 9
were derived by working with CVWD staff to assign each line-item of the Domestic Fund Test Year
operating budget (82 line items) to a system function or functions.12 For example the “Laboratory” line

12

The detailed operating budget line items, and the respective assignment of those line items to system functions, while too
lengthy to be included in this written document can be found in this Report’s cost-of-service model.
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item was allocated 100% to the “Source of Supply” system function, while the “Hydrant” line item was
allocated 100% to Fire Protection.
Table 9 – Water System FY 2017 O&M Budget by Function13

Similar to O&M, the capital costs of the water utility were analyzed and segregated by system function.
This process begins by assigning the net book value of each of CVWD’s asset to a specific system
function or functions.14 For example, the net book value of a pump station would be allocated 100% to
the pumping system function. The final results of asset value by system function were then utilized to
allocate Test Year capital costs to each system function. This methodology is used based on the concept
that the system’s existing mix of asset values is a good representation of the capital investments that
will be made in the system over time.
In order to accomplish this, the Test Year cash-needs capital cost ($110.2 million)15 was multiplied by the
portion of asset value assigned to each respective system function. For example, Table 10 shows that
12.8% of the system asset’s net book value is associated with the pumping function. As such, 12.8% of
the Test Year’s cash-needs capital costs are allocated to pumping ($14.1 million).

13

The “General Plant / Capital” system function is a negative value because these are engineering labor costs that are
transferred to the capital budget.
14
The complete list of assets, and their respective assignment to system functions, while too lengthy to be included in this
written document can be found in this Report’s cost-of-service model.
15
The “cash needs” capital costs are equal to the Domestic Fund’s total capital spending for the Test Year plus the change in
fund balance.
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Table 10 – Water System Asset Values and Test Year Capital Budget Allocation by Function
System Function
Pumping
Treatment
Storage
Transmission
Fire Protection
General Plant / Capital
Customer Service
Billing
Meter Costs
Water Supply
Sources of Supply
Distribution
General Plant O&M
Backflow

System Asset's
Net Book Value

Percent of Total
Net Assets

$57,550,060
14,791,217
43,566,270
169,955,485
1,695,645
98,101,413
0
0
8,504,684
55,404,148
0
$0
$0
$1,480,006
$451,048,928

12.8%
3.3%
9.7%
37.7%
0.4%
21.7%
0.0%
0.0%
1.9%
12.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
100%

Test Year
Capital Budget
Allocation
$14,069,020
3,615,946
10,650,462
41,548,301
414,527
23,982,439
0
0
2,079,104
13,544,418
0
$0
$0
$361,811
$110,266,029

3.2.1. Procedure 2 – Identify Demand Costs
The costs associated with specific system demands are organized into the following “Demand Costs”:
•

•

•

•

Base Costs: These are costs that tend to vary with the total quantity of water used, plus the
costs incurred to provide water under average daily demand conditions. Base demands for
Customer Classes are measured as each class' respective average daily demand (Average-Day
Usage).
Extra-Capacity (Max-Day Costs and Max-Hour Costs): These are costs incurred as a result of
having to meet rate of use requirements in excess of the Average-Day Demand. Extra-capacity
costs are measured as maximum-day ("Max-Day") costs and peak-hour ("Max-Hour") costs.
Extra-capacity demands are measured as each class' Max-Day Usage and Max-Hour Usage. See
Section 3.2.2 for more information.
Customer Costs, Billing Costs and Meter Costs: These are costs that are incurred as a result of
serving customers without regard to the amount of water used, i.e. the costs are incurred at the
same level whether the utility provides any water or no water. Billing Costs include the cost of
tracking water usage, account services, and sending invoices. Customer Costs include the costs of
general customer outreach, general and administrative costs, and other related costs. Meter
Costs include the costs of meter reading and meter maintenance.
Conservation Costs: These are costs that are attributable to managing CVWD’s water supplies
through water conservation efforts and water efficiency programs.
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•
•

Fire Protection Costs: These are costs that are incurred as a result of sizing the distribution
infrastructure in order to be able to serve (both public and private) fire protection infrastructure.
Backflow Costs – Certain customers (all non-residential customers) require a backflow device
installed at their service point. Backflow Costs represents the costs of installing and maintaining
those devices.

Each system function was then tied to a specific Demand Cost, as follows:
− Max-Hour was assigned to the system functions that are sized to accommodate the system’s
highest peaking events, such as the pumping system. The same is true with storage,
transmission, and distribution.
− Max-Day was assigned to the system functions that are designed to accommodate some peaking,
but aren’t inherently required to meet the highest peak flow. For example, the treatment
system can operate at flow rates that are lower than Max-Hour flows since treated water can be
stocked in storage facilities during off-peak hours.
− Base Costs are tied to water supply functions since they vary in proportion with water usage.
− The allocation of Fire Protection, Meter, Customer, Backflow, and Conservation are selfexplanatory.
− An indirect allocation method was used to allocate all capital and O&M expenses that didn’t
otherwise fall into any of the above functions.
Table 11 summarizes the assignment of Demand Costs to each system function.
Table 11 – System Function Assignments
System Function
Pumping
Treatment
Storage
Transmission
Fire Protection
General Plant / Capital
Customer Service
Billing
Meter Costs
Water Supply
Sources of Supply
Distribution
General Plant O&M
Backflow
Conservation
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Demand Costs
Max-Hour
Max-Day
Max-Hour
Max-Hour
Fire Protection
Indirect Capital
Customer
Customer
Meter
Base
Base
Max-Hour
Indirect O&M
Backflow
Conservation
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3.2.2. Procedure 3 - Allocation Parameters are Used to Spread Demand Costs
Next, in preparation for allocating Demand Costs to Customer Classes, each Demand Cost is spread
among allocation parameters as follows:
− Billing Costs are allocated among Customer Classes based on the number of bills that are
required by each respective Customer Class. Later those Billing Costs are allocated to individual
customers based on the number of bills that they require (usually 12 per year).
− Customer Costs are allocated based on the number of accounts within each Customer Class.
− Base Costs are allocated based on total water usage by Customer Class, measured in ccf.
− The Max-Day Costs are spread between Average-Day Usage and Max-Day Usage (by the
proportion of water units in Average-Day Usage versus the number Max-Day Usage units above
the Average-Day Usage value), based on the logic that Average-Day Usage serves as a foundation
for Max-Day Usage.
− Similarly, Max-Hour costs are spread between Average-Day Usage, Max-Day Usage and MaxHour Usage by the proportion of Average-Day Usage versus Max-Day Usage units above AverageDay Usage and versus Max-Hour Usage units above Max-Day Usage.
− Fire Protection Costs are also driven by infrastructure sizing for peak usage during Max-Day and
Max-Hour sizing. As such, Fire Protection Costs are allocated by the proportion of Max-Day Usage
versus Max-Hours Usage units above Max-Day Usage.
− Meter Costs are allocated based on the relative size of water service connections (measured in
meter equivalency).
− Backflow Costs are discrete costs in the budget that were simply allocated to a Backflow
“bucket.” Backflow costs are recovered through a fixed charge.
− Conservation Costs are allocated among Customer Classes based on their respective total usage
of water in Tiers 3, 4, & 5.
− Finally, some costs (“General Plant/Capital”) are not attributable to any of the above Demand
Costs, but rather are just general costs associated with capital or O&M spending. An “indirect”
methodology is used for those costs by allocating among each of the previous parameters based
on the weighted results of directly allocated costs.
Table 12 summarizes the assignment of Demand Costs to each system function.
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Table 12 – Summary of Allocation Parameters of Demand Costs

Table 13 summarizes the allocation parameters for each respective system function based on their
assigned Demand Cost.
Table 13 – Summary of Allocation Parameters of System Functions

Next, the functionalized O&M and capital costs (previously provided in Table 9 and Table 10) are then
assigned to each system function by using the Allocation Parameters shown in Table 13. For example,
the O&M cost associated with pumping is $12.3 million (reference Table 9) and are allocated by 28% to
Base Costs, 31% to Max-Day Costs, and 42% to Max-Hour Costs (as per Table 12). Table 14 provides a
summary of the Test Year assignment of O&M costs to each of the system function.
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Table 14 - Allocation of Functionalized O&M Costs

The same concept applies to capital costs. Table 15 provides a summary of the Test Year assignment of
capital costs to each of the system function.

Table 15 - Allocation of Functionalized Capital Costs

Combining the values from Table 14 and Table 15 yields the values in Table 16.
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Table 16 - Allocation of Total Costs by System Function

3.2.3. Procedure 4: Allocate Costs to Customer Classes
The total costs by allocation parameter are then divided among each Customer Class based on their
proportionate share of each respective parameter. For example, of the system’s total annual usage of
41.6 million ccf, Single Family customers account for 24.0 million ccf (or 57.7%). As such, Single Family
customers are apportioned 57.7% of the costs associated with Average-Day Usage (or $37.7 million).
Conservation costs are excluded from this step and reintroduced during the rate design step (see Section
4) in order to assign specific conservation costs to specific customers and tiered water usage. Table 17
summarizes the allocation of costs to each Customer Class.
Table 17 - Allocation of Total Costs to Customer Classes by Demand Costs
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3.2.4. Procedure 5: Allocate Non-Rate Revenues to Customer Classes
Non-rate revenue is used to defray the need for rate revenue. Non-rate revenue includes property taxes,
charges for services, availability charges, interfund revenue, capital improvement reimbursement,
interest earnings, as well as debt proceeds16,17. Eligible non-rate revenue is allocated equitability among
Customer Classes using the same distribution proportions used when allocating costs. Non-rate revenue
is not, however, allocated to Backflow or Conservation (which, again, will be allocated to customers
during the rate design phase). The Backflow Charge is a charge that isn’t credited with non-rate
revenue. The non-rate revenue credits by Customer Class are shown in Table 18.

Table 18 – Non-Rate Revenue Credits by Customer Class

3.2.5. Procedure 5: Calculate Rate-Revenue Requirements by Customer Classes
The rate revenue requirements by Customer Class shown in Table 19 are determined by subtracting the
credits for non-rate revenues (see Table 18) from the total costs (see Table 17) for each respective
Customer Class.

16

Debt proceeds equal $94.4 million in the Test Year.
The sum of the non-rate revenue values in Table 3 ($16.2 million) and the debt proceeds ($94.4 million) don’t exactly
match to the total non-rate revenue in Table 18 ($109.1 million) because Table 18 excludes the Backflow Charge revenue
($1.46 million).

17
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Table 19 - Total Rate Revenue Requirements by Class

3.2.1. Procedure 6: Split Fire Service Revenue Requirements
In this step, total fire protection costs are allocated between Public Fire Protection Services and Private
Fire Protection Services. The customer costs shown in the fifth column of Table 19 ($64,260) are
allocated directly to Private Fire Protection Services, since Public Fire Protection Services have no
customer costs associated with them.
Next the remaining costs (which are capacity-related costs expressed as Max-Day and Max-Hour in Table
19) are allocated between Public Fire Protection Services and Private Fire Protection Services based on
their capacity demands as measured by demand factor equivalencies. Table 20 summarizes the number
of fire services by size for both Public Fire Protection Services and Private Fire Protection Services. Each
hydrant or private service is paired with a relative demand factor, as published in the M1 Manual. 18 In
comparing the equivalency totals, public hydrants make up 88.8% of the total fire protection system.
Table 20 – Fire Protection Service Demand Factor Equivalencies

These demand factor equivalency ratios are used to equitably split the total fire service revenue
requirements and non-revenue credits between Public and Private Fire Protection (see the second and
fourth columns of Table 21). Recall that customer costs are allocated directly to Private Fire Protection
Services.

18

M1 Manual, p. 152.
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The Public Fire Protection revenue requirements are then allocated among the remaining Customer
Classes (except Construction Meters and Private Fire customers) proportionally based on their
respective capacity demands as measured by meter equivalency. The values in the last column of Table
21 are the revenue requirements that were used when calculating the water rates for each Customer
Class, as will be described in Section 4.
Table 21 - Total Rate Revenue Requirements by Class

3.2.1. Cost of Service Analysis Conclusion
Table 22 summarizes the shift of cost responsibilities recommended by this Report. The shifting of cost
responsibilities between Customer Classes is a normal phenomenon as water use patterns change and
better data becomes available. In this case, the reduction in cost responsibility for the Multi-Family and
Commercial customers was driven by the Customer Class’ lower peaking requirements and efficient
water use relative to their budget. The large increase in the Private Fire Protection was due to improved
estimates of the fire meters’ impacts on system capacity costs, consistent with rate setting standards
promulgated by AWWA.
Table 22 - Water System Cost-of-Service Comparison
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4. Rate Design & Rate Schedule Recommendation
The following explains how the recommended rates were designed in a manner such that they comply
with the cost-of-service results and address CVWD pricing objectives. The recommended rate schedules
are designed such that each Customer Class pays its own proportionate share of the costs of services.

4.1.

Current Domestic Water User Rates

CVWD currently provides potable water service to customers via a “budget-based” rate structure which
is made up two parts:
1. Monthly Service Charge; and
2. Consumptive Charges.
The Monthly Service Charge is a fixed charge that is assessed based on the meter size at the service
address. The Monthly Service Charge is designed to recover a portion of the fixed costs of providing
water services (estimated to be approximately 68% of the utility’s costs).
The Consumption Charge is a variable charge that is designed to recover the remainder of CVWD’s fixed
costs as well as the variable costs of providing water services. The Consumption Charge is calculated
based on the amount of water consumed by a customer relative to the water allocation (or “budget”)
for that particular account. Each customer receives a water budget that is individualized to his/her
indoor and outdoor water needs. This is done for purposes of equity since some customers require
more water than others. For example, a water-efficient large home with a large yard requires more
water than a water-efficient condominium with a small yard. Moreover, businesses use water in a
variety of different ways. The goal of budget-based rates is to individualize the water rate structure such
that the lower tier rates reflect the reasonable water needs of each respective customer and
proportionately allocate the costs associated with providing water service. Those who use water in
excess of their budget will contribute towards paying for the costs associated with high water use (see
Section 4.2).
4.1.1. Residential and Multi-Family Customer Water Budgets
Current Residential and Multi-Family water allocations are made up of two budgets: a Tier 1 indoor
budget and a Tier 2 outdoor budget. The indoor water budget is calculated using the following three
factors:
1. 62.3 gallons of water per person per day (gpcd).
2. The number of people in the household (assumed to be 4 for all residential accounts).
3. The number of days in the billing cycle.
As an equation, the indoor water budget allocation is expressed as follows:
=

ℎ

62.3

Currently this yields 10 ccf (or 7,480 gallons) per month per residential account.
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The outdoor water budget is calculated based on the following three factors:
1. Amount of irrigated area per parcel (45% of the parcel size unless the parcel is larger than 1 acre,
in which case the landscaped area is measured by CVWD’s Geographic Information System (GIS)).
2. Actual daily evapotranspiration (ET) as measured at local weather stations that calculate data for
microclimate zones within CVWD’s service area. ET is the amount of water that is lost due to
evaporation and plant transpiration. ET will vary due to factors such as wind, humidity and
temperature.
3. An “ET Adjustment Factor” which reflects the water needs of landscaped areas. The ET
Adjustment Factor is the quotient of dividing the Plant Factor (a.k.a. the crop coefficient, which
describes the water needs of specific types of plants) by the Irrigation Efficiency (how much
irrigated water is actually delivered to the plant roots). Currently CVWD uses a Plant Factor of
0.6 to 0.8 (depending on the time of year since lawns grow different types of grasses during
summer vs. winter, yielding an ET Adjustment Factor of 1.17).
As an equation, the outdoor water budget allocation is expressed as follows:
!
=

" #

#

(

ℎ )

(& ' )

() *

&&

Residential and Multi-Family customer rates are ultimately made up of five tiers, whose thresholds are
as follows:
Tier 1 – Up to indoor water budget
Tier 2 – Up to 105% of total water budget (indoor plus outdoor water budget)
Tier 3 – Up to 150% of total water budget.
Tier 4 – Up to 250% of water budget.
Tier 5 – All water usage above 250% of total water budget.
4.1.2. Irrigation Water Customer Water Budgets
Irrigation Water customers are similar to residential customers (see above), but they only have outdoor
budgets. As such Tier 1 is not applicable to Irrigation customers:
Tier 1 – not applicable
Tier 2 – Up to 105% of outdoor water budget
Tier 3 – Up to 150% of total water budget.
Tier 4 – Up to 250% of water budget.
Tier 5 – All water usage above 250% of total water budget.
4.1.3. Commercial Customer Water Budgets
The water budgets for Commercial customers are based on the number of equivalent dwelling units
(EDUs) 19 as assigned by CVWD’s Development Services Department when the business was established

19

EDU is a term used to create a “common denominator” when comparing the water requirements of one account to
another by designating the water requirements of a single family residential account a one EDU.
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or repurposed. Consistent with the policy for residential accounts, each EDU is given 10 ccf for its water
budget. Like the Irrigation customers, Tier 1 is not applicable to Commercial customers:
Tier 1 – not applicable
Tier 2 – 105% of water budget (based on account’s assigned EDUs)
Tier 3 – Up to 150% of total water budget.
Tier 4 – Up to 250% of water budget.
Tier 5 – All water usage above 250% of total water budget.
4.1.4. Variance Program
Since water budgets are tailored to the individual needs of each account, all customers have the ability
to apply for temporary or permanent variances from the above described budget allocations, as
described by CVWD’s adopted variance program rules (see CVWD Ordinance 1366). The variance
program allows customers to submit forms to make adjustments to the Tier 1 or Tier 2 allocation.
Variances in an individual customer's indoor or outdoor water budgets are considered on a case-by-case
basis, with corrections possible for household size, irrigated area of property, and other circumstances.
A variance in the number of residents per household is capped at 8 total inhabitants. The recalculation
of EDUs for a Commercial account is also a permissible variance request.
This Report recommends that CVWD revise its existing variance program rules to provide CVWD’s Water
Management department more guidance on how to evaluate variance requests, how to calculate
appropriate variance awards, and establish documentation processes that will leave a “paper trail” that
explains any active variances for accounts.
4.1.5. Other Service Charges
CVWD has the following additional service charges.
Availability Charge – A flat ($10 / month) charge, which occurs in one of two scenarios:
1. When a customer is connected to the Domestic water system but his/her service is shut off for
an extended period.
2. Development areas where CVWD was asked to build the infrastructure needed to serve the area,
but where some (or all) accounts haven’t yet connected, similar to a “stand-by charge”20.
This Report has treated the Availability Charge as a non-rate revenue that is outside of the scope of this
Report.
Backflow Charge - Applies to all accounts that require a backflow device (i.e. all non-residential
customers). The Backflow Charge is a flat $12 per month per backflow device that is included in monthly
water bills. The cost-of-service analysis (see Section 3) found that the current Backflow Charge is

20

The Availability Charges were adopted prior 1996 and have remained unchanged, and therefore aren’t subject to the
requirements of Propostion 218 which has classified standby charges as assessments.
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generating the appropriate amount of revenue relative to the cost of providing the service and therefore
no change to that charge is recommended.
Multi-Unit Charge - CVWD has a “Multi-Unit Charge” for customers that have multiple units per meter.
The charge is fixed (the rate depends on the Rate Area) and is calculated by multiplying the total number
of units less the number of meters installed.
4.1.1. Outside Customers
Customers whose properties are located outside of CVWD boundaries are referred to in this Report as
“Outside Customers.” As discussed in Section 3.1, CVWD does not receive any allocation of the ad
valorem property tax revenues collected from Outside Customers. As previously explained in Section
2.4.2, 3.1, and 3.2.4, part of the revenue collected from the Ad Valorem property tax revenue is used as
non-rate revenue in order to defray the amount of revenue needed from rates. Since the cost to serve
Outside Customers is not defrayed by the ad valorem property tax revenue, an Outside Customers
Surcharge will be imposed on them. The amount of this Outside Customer Surcharge is calculated by
dividing the Domestic property tax revenue (projected to be $5.06 million in FY 2017) by the total
equivalent meters owned by all customers (111,529 equivalent meters), yielding a fixed rate in dollars
per equivalent meter. The fixed Outside Customer Surcharge ($3.78 for a ¾” meter in FY 2017) will be
adjusted annually by the projected change in property tax (as opposed to the annual rate adjustments
proposed for other rate revenue). The Outside Customer Surcharge for larger meters will be set relative
to the ¾” rate using the same meter equivalency ratios presented in Table 8. The projected change in
property tax increases from FY 2017 to FY 2021 is 4%, 2%, 2%, and 2% respectively. See Appendix C for a
full schedule of proposed rates.

4.2.

Proposed Changes to Rate Structure

Based on the findings of this Report, the project team recommends the following changes to the existing
rate structure:
1) Eliminate the current Rate Areas (service areas) - All applicable repayment plans that were
associated with the respective rate areas have been fulfilled and CVWD’s water distribution
system is now completely interconnected. As such, we recommend the elimination of the
concept of different rates for different service areas.
2) Eliminate Multi-Unit Charges – This Report did not identify any appreciable costs that were
unique to accounts that have more than one meter.
3) Tier 1 Indoor Water Budget – Reduce the indoor allocation from 10 ccf/ month (approximately
62.3 gpcd) to 8 ccf /month (approximately 50 gpcd or 2 ccf per capita per month21). This better
aligns indoor budgets with the water use goals expressed by the California Department of Water
Resources.

21

Recall from Section 4.1.1 that residential households are assumed to have 4 residents
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4) Nonresidential Budgets – Similarly, the water budget for nonresidential accounts will be reduced
from 10 ccf/month per EDU to 8 ccf/month per EDU. Similarly, those nonresidential customers
that do not have an assigned EDU value (due to not having Sanitation service) will received a 20%
reduction to their assigned water budgets.
5) Tier 2 Outdoor Water Budget – Move towards meeting the guidelines established by CVWD’s
Landscape Ordinance by increasing the Irrigation Efficiency from 60% to 70% and lowering the
Plant Factor to 0.55 in the summer, 0.6 in the shoulder seasons22, and 0.65 in the winter. This
change will more closely align outdoor water budgets with the water needs of plants that are
native to CVWD’s service area, the guidelines provided by the California’s SBx7-7 water
conservation mandate, and the Model Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance pursuant to AB 1881
(Government Code Section 65591 and following). These changes will yield an ET Adjustment
Factor of 0.93 in the winter, 0.86 during shoulder months, and during the summer 0.79. The
resulting average outdoor budget reduction will be approximately 26%. The Board is also
considering the use of historical ET data rather than real-time data. Such a change in policy
would not change the results of this Report.
6) Tier 3 Water Allocations – Recommend making the budget allocation for Tier 3 equal to 75% of
the total budget (as opposed to the current 45% allocation). This measure is necessary for
financial prudence since the effect of reducing indoor and outdoor water allocations will result in
an increase in water sales in Tiers 3, 4 and 5. Widening Tier 3 will minimize the increase in
revenue from Tiers 4 and 5, which is more prone to volatility than Tier 3.
7) Tier 4 Water Allocations – Recommend making the budget allocation for Tier 4 equal to 300% of
the total budget (as opposed to the current 250% allocation). This measure is necessary for
financial prudence since the effect of reducing indoor and outdoor water allocations will result in
an increase in water sales in Tiers 3, 4 and 5. Widening Tier 4 will minimize the increase in
revenue from Tier 5, which is more prone to volatility than Tier 4.
To summarize, the modified thresholds are as follows:
Tier 1 – Up to indoor water budget
Tier 2 – Up to 100% of total water budget (indoor plus outdoor water budget)
Tier 3 – Up to 175% of total water budget.
Tier 4 – Up to 300% of water budget.
Tier 5 – All water usage above 300% of total water budget.
8) Service Charge Rates by Customer Class – The cost-of-service analysis determines the costs of
providing water service to each respective Domestic Water Customer Class and the customers
within each class. One of the primary drivers for the difference in cost for providing service is the
relative cost of water distribution infrastructure capacity. The water distribution infrastructure
capacity requirements for a Customer Class are determined by both the total volume of water

22

“Shoulder season” refers to the spring and the fall.
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that they require and their peaking behavior (i.e., the extent to which their water demand
impacts the system during specific periods). Customers with the highest peaking behaviors create
the need for larger distribution infrastructure relative to other customers. Since the cost of
infrastructure is fixed in nature, CVWD has elected to recover those costs through fixed revenue
(the Monthly Service Charge). As such, since each Domestic Water Customer Class shares the
same consumptive rates and each has a different cost of service, each will have its own
respective fixed Monthly Service Charge schedule.

4.3.

Recommended Rates

The impact of the water budget policies described above will result in more water usage in the nonbudget tiers (primarily Tier 3), which charge a higher rate. As a result, more water sales will occur in (the
more expensive) Tiers 3, 4 & 5, and therefore water rates will need to be adjusted to maintain revenue
neutrality. Based on all of the above and the results of the cost-of-service analysis, the recommended
5-year schedule of rates has been provided as Appendix C. Note that the 2017 rates are inclusive of the
proposed 44% rate revenue adjustment for that fiscal year.
The proposed consumptive rates (which are similar to the existing tiered rates) are incrementally more
expensive by tier in order to reflect the cost of providing basic water service in the lowest tiers and in
order to reflect the cost of providing high-demand water service in the highest tiers. Tiers 2, 3, 4 and 5
each (progressively) reflect both the costs associated with peak demand and the cost of the District’s
conservation program since both the cost of peaking and conservation are driven by those users that
create the greatest demand on CVWD’s infrastructure and water resources (see Table 21 for a summary
of the rate revenue requirements associated with Extra Capacity and Conservation). Base Costs ($22.1
million after removing construction meter, see Table 19) and Max-Day Costs ($11.6 million after
removing construction meter and fire protection) are allocated across the five tiers proportionally to the
water volumes in each respective tier (25% to Tier 1, 59% to Tier 2, 12% to Tier 3, 3% to Tier 4, and 2% to
Tier 5). Max-Hour Costs ($10.0 million after removing construction meter and fire protection) are only
allocated to Tiers 2, 3, 4, & 5, again by water volume (79% to Tier 2, 16% to Tier 3, 4% to Tier 4, and 2%
to Tier 5). See Figure 5 and Table 24 for a summary of how these Extra Capacity costs were ultimately
allocated to tiers and Customer Classes.
All costs for the conservation program are allocated across Tiers 3, 4 & 5 since conservation efforts
would not be needed if every customer used water efficiently (i.e., within their respective water
budgets). The costs associated with water conservation include rebates, turf buy-back program,
outreach, communications, conservation program administration, incremental energy use and
incremental water purchases. The specific portion of those conservation costs that were allocated to
each respective tier is explained in Table 23. The assignment of conservation program costs between
Tiers 3, 4, & 5 were based on CVWD staff’s professional judgment of how their efforts are spent and how
the conservation program is focused with respective water users. See Table 24 for a summary of how
Conservation Costs were ultimately allocated to tiers and Customer Classes.
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Table 23 – Allocation of Water Conservation Costs to Non-Water Budget Tiers
Program Elements
/3 conservation program administration, incremental energy (by
Tier 3 volume), incremental water purchases by volume, and 10% of
conservation program labor, and the broom/toilet rebate program.
1
/3 conservation program administration, incremental energy (by
volume), incremental water purchases by volume, and 30% of
Tier 4
conservation program labor, the nozzle rebate program, ½ of the
controller rebate program, and 1/3 of the turf buy-back program.
1
/3 conservation program administration, incremental energy (by
volume), incremental water purchases by volume, and 60% of
Tier 5
conservation program labor, ½ of the controller rebate program,
and 2/3 of the turf buy-back program.

Budget

1

Total

$4.3 million

$2.9 million

$5.8 million

$13.0 million

Figure 5 – Summary of Total Cost Allocations to Tiers
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4.4.

Water Use Analysis of Proposed Water Budget Policy

The widths of Tier 1 and 2 are individualized by account to approximate the account’s water needs. The
previously-described proposed changes to the water budget policies will effectively “narrow” the size of
Tier 1 and Tier 2 water allocations, thereby “pushing” more water use into the non-budget tiers (Tiers 3,
4, 5). The “widening” of Tier 3 is proposed to avoid a situation where too much water consumption is
pushed into Tiers 4 and 5, which are considered to be a more volatile source of rate revenue. All of these
tier design decision are being made with the intent of making the tiers as relevant as possible to the
greatest number of customers. Figure 6 shows the cumulative impact of proposed policy changes,
assuming no change to historical water use behavior.

Figure 6 – Comparison of Percentage of Consumption by Tier

4.5.

Revenue Analysis of Proposed Rate Structure

The proposed rates are designed to generate revenue that exhibits revenue stability in the face of
changing consumer behavior. As illustrated in Figure 7, while the proposed rates are projected to collect
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significantly more revenue from Tier 3 rates (considered to be somewhat volatile), this has been offset
by the increase in fixed revenue collected from the Monthly Service Charge and the decrease in revenue
collected from Tiers 4 & 5.
Figure 7 – Comparison of Percentage of Revenue by Tier
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Table 24 – Revenue Proof
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4.6.

Construction Meters

While the scope of this Report focuses on water rates, the cost-of-service analysis identified the costs
associated with providing Construction Meter service. The following generally validates the Construction
Meter fees that are currently being charged.
The average number of Construction Meters accounts that pay a Monthly Service Charge in any given
month is 119 three-inch meters and 11 four-inch meters. The current Monthly Service Charge (which
this Report assumes will remain the same) at $125/month and $190 / month respectively, at an 80%
utilization rate this would yield an annual service charge revenue of approximately $166,464. The total
cost of providing Construction Meter service is $724,536 (see Table 21), which leaves $558,072 to be
collected through the commodity charge. Historically, the average annual water consumption by
Construction Meters has been approximately 1,000 AF per year, which yields a commodity charge of
$576 / AF. The District currently charges between $500 to $880 per AF for temporary construction
water.

4.7.

Additional Recommendations

Rate setting is an inherently data-intensive process. The quality of the results of a study is only as good
as the quality of the available data. Working with incomplete or imperfect data is a common challenge
when setting rates. While utilities can’t immediately correct every data gap that is encountered during a
rate study, it is advisable that those data gaps be addressed over time. Over the course of this study,
Hawksley encountered two data-related challenges that bear documentation so that they might be
addressed prior to the next rate study.
1) Billing System – CVWD currently uses a billing software program called “SunGard” that has
numerous limitations that will be detailed in a separate memorandum. In order to effectively,
flexibly, and efficiently administer water budget-based rates, a capable underlying billing system
is fundamental. The current system severely limits CVWD’s ability to store custom data,
generate data, and make modifications to the rate structure.
2) Commercial Class EDU values – Assigning water budgets to commercial customers has been a
perennial challenge for water districts that employ water budget based rates, given the inherent
difficulty in defining the water needs of individual commercial customers. CVWD’s approach of
using individual EDU values, as calculated by the Engineering Department, is perhaps the best
approach that Hawksley is aware of. The challenge with this approach, however, is that the
assigned EDU values need to be occasionally updated (labor intensive) and assigned values need
supporting documentation (something that SunGard is incapable of storing). At a minimum, we
recommend that commercial customer EDU values be evaluated. The outliers can be identified
by finding water bills that consistently exceed or fall short of their budget, or Sanitation bills
(which now also rely on EDU values) that increase or decrease significantly over bills under the
previous methodology.
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5. Drought Stage Penalties
This section describes CVWD’s adopted drought stage penalty policies and documents the potential
financial implications of these policies. CVWD’s drought stage penalty policies, as will be incorporated in
CVWD’s Water Shortage Contingency Plan23, establish penalty rates that will target customers with
excessive water use (relative to each account’s established water budgets) and will take effect during
specified drought stages. CVWD is currently imposing Stage 3 drought penalties through Ordinance
1419, which was adopted in May of 2015.
Disclaimer: Drought penalties are not adopted with the intention of achieving a budgetary goal but
rather to punish users for excessive water use during drought conditions and gain compliance with
drought regulations during specified drought stages. The financial impact of adopting drought penalties
will depend on a number of variables, most of which CVWD will not be able to control. Most
significantly, CVWD can only indirectly influence the degree to which customers actually reduce water
usage during each drought stage, regardless of CVWD’s reduction target.

5.1.

Drought Stages and Proposed Drought Rate Policies

CVWD’s Water Shortage Contingency Plan include four drought stages. The implementation of any
given stage of the drought plan is dependent on Board action, which will consider CVWD’s water supply
conditions and demand expectations. Each stage is associated with the following water conservation
targets.
•
•
•
•

Stage 1: Voluntary (10% reduction)
Stage 2: 25% reduction
Stage 3: 32% reduction
Stage 4: 50% reduction

During each subsequent drought stage, any customer who uses water in excess of his or her calculated
consumption threshold is in violation of the rules and regulations established by CVWD’s Water
Shortage Contingency Plan and is required to pay a penalty for the excessive water use. The penalties
begin by being applied to water usage that is in excess of established consumption levels relative to
individual customer water budgets, and the penalties incrementally increase with subsequent tiers. This
policy targets those customers whose excessive water use is creating the need for the drought stage.
The drought penalties by tier for drought Stage 3 that have been adopted by CVWD are summarized in
Table 25. The drought penalties are independent from, and in addition to, normal water service charges
that a user must pay for water delivered to their property. The drought penalties for other drought
Stages have not been established by CVWD.

23

Required by California Water Code Section 10632 to be included in the CVWD’s Urban water Management Plan.
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Table 25 - Drought Rate Policy for Stage 3*

Stage 3

Tier 2
Without 32% reduction in
water use

Tier 3
105 – 150% of
budget

Tier 4
150 – 250% of
budget

Tier 5
Over 250% of
budget

$2.51 for water used in
excess of 68% of the
account’s Tier 2 water
budget**

$5.00

$10.00

$20.00

* As most recently adopted by CVWD
** This refers to residential customer outdoor water budgets and non-residential total water budgets.

5.2.

Financial Analysis

There are three major financial impacts that will occur as a result of each drought stage:
1) CVWD conservation program costs will increase as CVWD increases its effort on outreach efforts,
water efficiency rebate programs, enforcement of water use restrictions on customers, and
additional reporting to the State;
2) Some CVWD operating costs will decrease as water consumption decreases, including water
purchases from CVWD’s Replenishment program and electricity costs for pumping water; and
3) Domestic water rate revenue will decrease as less water is consumed.
4) Revenue from penalty rates will increase.
The net financial impact can be calculated as follows:
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CVWD’s drought penalty policy was adopted, in part, to comply with the State of California’s drought
emergency water conservation regulations. The drought penalty policies have been structured to
achieve the water conservation goals set by CVWD’s Water Shortage Contingency Plan. In the event
that actual water conservation falls short of the target reductions for a given stage, CVWD may use the
increase in net revenues to increase conservation efforts such as outreach and rebate funding, or
otherwise offset future rate increases.
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6. Conclusion
This Report used methodologies that are aligned with industry standard practices for rate setting as
promulgated by AWWA and all applicable law, including Proposition 218. The rate adjustments
recommended by the financial plan for FY 2015 are included in rate recommendations presented in
Section 4 and detailed in Appendix C.
CVWD’s budget-based rate structure has proven to be an effective demand-side management tool. The
rate structure enables CVWD to equitably encourage water use reductions and by providing targeted
messaging to the public regarding efficient water use. On July 28, 2014, the State of California (State)
adopted drought emergency water conservation regulations in response to the Governor’s call for action
to address the severe statewide drought. More recently in April 2015, Governor Brown issued Executive
Order B-29-15 which requires water utilities such as CVWD to adopt “rate structures and other pricing
mechanisms …to maximize water conservation consistent with statewide water restrictions.” CVWD’s
Domestic Water rates contribute towards CVWD’s ability to comply with the current requirements of the
State’s Section 865 Mandatory Actions by Water Suppliers and plays a key role in CVWD’s ability to
achieve a level of conservation that is superior to that achieved by implementing limitations on outdoor
irrigation of ornamental landscapes or turf with potable water. To date, CVWD’s budget-based rates
have allowed CVWD to realize a 15% percent reduction in its potable water use since 2009. We believe
that water-budget rates will continue to be an important demand-side management tool for CVWD as it
continues to monitor water use behaviors and manage CVWD’s limited water resources.
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Appendix A – Domestic Water System Pro Forma – Projections with No Rate
Adjustments and No Debt
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Appendix B – Domestic Water System Pro Forma – Projections with
Recommended Financial Strategy
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Appendix C – Domestic Water Proposed 5-Year Rate Schedules

FY 2017 (effective July 1, 2016)
Reflects the proposed 44% rate revenue increase
Rates for Consumptive Charge by Tier ($/ccf)

Rates for Monthly Service Charge ($/meter size)

Rates for Monthly Fire Protection ($/meter size)
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FY 2018 (effective July 1, 2017)
Reflects the proposed 15.8% rate revenue increase
Rates for Consumptive Charge by Tier ($/ccf)

Rates for Monthly Service Charge ($/meter size)

Rates for Monthly Private Fire Protection ($/meter size)
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FY 2019 (effective July 1, 2018)
Reflects the proposed 15.8% rate revenue increase
Rates for Consumptive Charge by Tier ($/ccf)

Rates for Monthly Service Charge ($/meter size)

Rates for Monthly Private Fire Protection ($/meter size)
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FY 2020 (effective July 1, 2019)
Reflects the proposed 15.8% rate revenue increase
Rates for Consumptive Charge by Tier ($/ccf)

Rates for Monthly Service Charge ($/meter size)

Rates for Monthly Private Fire Protection ($/meter size)
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FY 2021 (effective July 1, 2019)
Reflects the proposed 8.0% rate revenue increase
Rates for Consumptive Charge by Tier ($/ccf)

Rates for Monthly Service Charge ($/meter size)

Rates for Monthly Private Fire Protection ($/meter size)
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